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a b s t r a c t
Background and Objective: Virus identiﬁcation in electron microscopy (EM) images is considered as one
of the front-line method in pathogen diagnosis and re-emerging infectious agents. However, the existing
methods either focused on the detection of a single virus or required large amounts of manual labeling
work to segment virus. In this work, we focus on the task of virus classiﬁcation and propose an effective
and simple method to identify different viruses.
Methods: We put forward a residual mixed attention network (RMAN) for virus classiﬁcation. The proposed network uses channel attention, bottom-up and top-down attention, and incorporates a residual
architecture in an end-to-end training manner, which is suitable for dealing with EM virus images and
reducing the burden of manual annotation.
Results: We validate the proposed network through extensive experiments on a transmission electron
microscopy virus image dataset. The top-1 error rate of our RMAN on 12 virus classes is 4.285%, which
surpasses that of state-of-the-art networks and even human experts. In addition, the ablation study and
the visualization of class activation mapping (CAM) further demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
Conclusions: The proposed automated method contributes to the development of medical virology, which
provides virologists with a high-accuracy approach to recognize viruses as well as assist in the diagnosis
of viruses.
© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In the early 1930s, Max Knoll and Ernst Ruska constructed the
ﬁrst transmission electron microscope (TEM) [1]. After that, Scientists quickly recognized the potential of this newly developed
instrument for revealing the ultrastructures of viruses and other
pathogens. Soon after its development, TEM was used in the visualization of viruses such as Poxvirus, Herpesvirus, and Tobacco mosaic virus [2,3]. The introduction of a negative staining technique
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that mainly adapts to liquid samples was found by Brenner and
Horne in the late 1950s, and this technique uses solutions of heavy
metal salts as stains (such as phosphotungstic acid or uranyl acetate) to greatly simplify TEM specimen preparation [4]. Consequently, it became easier to obtain high resolution to reveal far
greater details in the ultrastructures of viruses and bacteria and
led to the increasing discovery of new pathogens by TEM. Subsequently, more viruses were discovered by TEM, including many
of medical importance, such as Norwalk virus, Hepatitis B virus,
Hepatitis A virus, Parvovirus B19, Rotavirus, Ebola virus, Henipavirus
(Hendra and Nipah), and SARS coronavirus [5–13]. With the application of TEM for investigating the ﬁne structure of viruses, the
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cialists from laborious work. In the ﬁeld of AI research, the ﬁnegrained image classiﬁcation is a different task since the shape
and geometric characteristics of ﬁne-grained categories being very
similar; therefore, it is important to identify ﬁne-grained images
through the differences between key parts. This insight was also
applied to virus classiﬁcation. Since the attention mechanism is
effectively used in ﬁne-grained categorization [24,25], we put forward a mixed attention network to enhance the ability of the deep
neural network to identify viruses.
In this study, we proposed a residual mixed attention network
(RMAN) for virus classiﬁcation. The realistic application scenarios
of our method is as follows: Firstly, the suspected virus samples
are processed by negative staining and imaged through TEM. In
the process of imaging, the staffs select areas where they are interested or objects may be viruses for shooting. Next, the proposed
network is used to predict the type of virus in the TEM images. In
closing, virologist makes the ﬁnal judgment according to the prediction results. The proposed network applied an effective channel attention, bottom-up and top-down attention model with a
valid residual network. We evaluated our network on a TEM virus
dataset and compared our results with other state-of-the-art classiﬁcation networks [26–32] and human experts. The experimental
results demonstrated that our network outperformed state-of-theart networks and even human experts, which could provide virologists with a very high-accuracy approach for identifying viruses.
Additionally, we compared the CAM visualization of our network
with other baseline networks, and the results further demonstrated
the validity of our method.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the similar viruses. AAV and HEV71 are spherical and similarly
sized virus particles without envelope, which are different to distinguish. Scale bar:
200 nm.

differences observed in morphology have long been used as the
criteria for virus identiﬁcation [14]. However, the use of diagnostic
TEM appears to have gradually fallen out of favour following the
rapid development of modern techniques such as ELISA, PCR and
NGS. However, TEM is still considered a catch-all method, and it
is very quick and simple compared to most other techniques [15].
TEM still plays a key role in pathogen diagnosis, especially in emergent situations or re-emerging infectious agents [16].
The sizes of most viruses vary from ~ 20 nm to ~ 200 nm,
which are too small to be observed without TEM. TEM has been
a powerful tool in the morphological characterization of viruses
because of its high resolution, which can discern virus ﬁne structures such as size, shape, the appearance of the capsid. Generally,
the features of viral morphology within a given family are almost
identical [17]. Depending on the morphological traits, a virus can
be identiﬁed to the family level. To date, almost all virus morphological diagnoses are conducted by humans, mainly skilled specialists, which may restrict the virus morphological diagnosis according to human resources. A typical virus diagnostic TEM analysis
involves distinguishing the virus particle images from the tremendous amount of information of non-target object images. The manual analysis of TEM images is laborious, exhausting and requires
substantial knowledge about viral morphology. Therefore, an automated and accurate virus identiﬁcation method (classiﬁcation, detection or segmentation) based on artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) is essential for analyzing a large number of virus TEM images.
However, owing to the variety of structures and sizes of different viruses, as well as the background noise and presence of artefacts, automated virus identiﬁcation in TEM images has proven to
be a challenging task. Over the years, several attempts have been
developed for virus morphological detection, classiﬁcation and segmentation in TEM images. Sintorn et al. proposed a reﬁned circular template matching method for the identiﬁcation of human
cytomegalovirus particles [18]. Ong et al. put forward an identiﬁcation method based on bispectral features that obtains contour
and texture information to identify gastroenteric virus [19]. Kylberg et al. employed radial mean intensities to detect virus particles with different shapes [20]. Wen et al. proposed a virus classiﬁcation method by extracting the virus features through multi-scale
principal component analysis [21]. However, the above-mentioned
machine learning methods are traditional algorithms. All of them
build classiﬁers by hand-crafted features, which are complicated
and yield several false positives. In addition, some viruses are
morphologically similar in vision and easy to confuse, such as
Adeno-associated virus (AAV) and Human enterovirus 71 (HEV71). As
shown in Fig. 1, the differences between these viruses are unobvious, which increases the diﬃculty of classiﬁcation and recognition.
Currently, the AI technique has been widely used to solve the
classiﬁcation and segmentation challenges in medical imaging due
to its extraordinary performance [22,23], and it is possible to combine AI with virus recognition and classiﬁcation to liberate spe-

2. Methods
2.1. TEM specimen preparation
In this work, we selected 12 viruses from different families as
the experimental dataset, and the details are illustrated in Table 1.
Human adenovirus type 5 (HAdv5), Herpes simplex virus-1 (HSV1), Rotavirus A (RV-A), HEV71, and H1N1 Inﬂuenza virus (FLUAV)
were cultured in HEK293, Hep2, MA104, RD-A cells and MDCK,
respectively. Cultures were inactivated with 2% formaldehyde and
concentrated or puriﬁed by ultracentrifugation. Formaldehydeinactivated Marburg virus (MBGV) negative stained grids and the
inactivated supernatant of Orf virus (ORFV), Vaccinia virus (VACV)
and Human polyomavirus (HPyV) samples were provided by a consultant lab for diagnostic EM in infectious diseases, Robert Koch Institute, Berlin, Germany. Puriﬁed AAV was provided by Beijing FivePlus Molecular Medicine Institute Co. Chikungunya virus (CHIKV)
and Human parainﬂuenza virus (HPIV) samples were provided by
the National Institute for Viral Disease Control and Prevention, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention. Samples were processed by negative staining according to the previous paper [33].
Brieﬂy, a glow-discharged copper grid (400 mesh, covered with
a carbon-reinforced plastic ﬁlm) was ﬂoated on a drop of a 30
μl sample suspension and absorbed for 10 min at room temperature. Surplus sample was removed using ﬁlter paper. Then, the
grids were stained with 1% (W/V) phosphotungstic acid (pH 6.8)
for 1 min. After air-drying, the grids were ready for examination
using a TEM.
2.2. Data acquisition and pre-processing
As mentioned above, the grids were examined and images
were recorded under a FEI Tecnai 12 TEM equipped with a Gatan
ES10 0 0W Erlangshen Model 785 CCD camera or under a Tecnai G2
F20 TEM with a Gatan Orius SC10 0 0-Model 832 CCD camera at
120 KV and 200 KV, respectively. The magniﬁcation varied from
230 0 0 × to 1390 0 0 × according to the size of the virus, and
2
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Table 1
The virus dataset of TEM images.
Virus

Abbreviation

Training set

Testing set

All images

Downsampled
pixel size (nm)

Adeno-associated virus
Chikungunya virus
H1N1 Inﬂuenza virus
Human adenovirus type 5
Human enterovirus 71
Human parainﬂuenza virus
Human polyomavirus
Herpes simplex virus-1
Marburg virus
Orf virus
Rotavirus A
Vaccinia virus
Total

AAV
CHIKV
FLUAV
HAdV5
HEV71
HPIV
HPyV
HSV1
MBGV
ORFV
RV-A
VACV

82
118
139
117
117
143
66
60
125
87
103
113
1270

27
39
46
38
38
48
21
19
43
28
35
38
420

109
157
185
156
155
191
87
79
168
115
138
151
1690

4.3
4.2
5.2
5.4
4.3
7.9
3.5
5.3
16.5
8.7
5.0
10.5

Fig. 2. Representative images of all virus classes after pre-processing. Scale bar: 300 nm.

the pixel resolution of the original images is ranging from 0.33 nm
to 1.98 nm. The image formats were 8-bit grayscale JPEG or TIFF
images with different dimensions, such as 1800 × 1640, 2048
× 2048, 2472 × 3328 and 2761 × 1780. As shown in Table 1,
the dataset contains 1690 images of 12 virus classes, which were
labelled by virologists. There are plotting scales and illustrations in
the raw EM images, which might reduce the classiﬁcation accuracy.
Therefore, we used clipping and content-aware ﬁlling to remove
the unnecessary objects from the EM images.
In addition, the size of EM images is based on the use of different electron microscopes. For the convenience of network classiﬁcation and comparison, we adopted linear interpolation to resize
all EM images to 224 × 224 pixels. In the downsampled images, the pixel size of small viruses (e.g. AAV, CHIKV, HEV71 and
HPyV) images is 3.5 ~ 4.3 nm, the pixel size of medium viruses
(e.g. FLUAV, HAdV5, HSV1 and RV-A) images is 5.0 ~ 5.3 nm, the
pixel size of some large viruses (e.g. HPIV, ORFV and VACV) images is 7.9 ~ 10.5 nm, and the pixel size of MBGV even exceeds
16.0 nm. The representative images of all virus classes are illustrated in Fig. 2, and most of the information and structure of the
virus are retained. As conﬁrmed by our empirical experiments, this

pre-processing method reduces the computational resource consumption and ensures the classiﬁcation accuracy.
Next, we randomly selected TEM images from each class as the
test set. The selected images were not used for training and validation, and the ratio of the training set and the testing set was set
at nearly 3:1. Table 1 shows the number of images in each virus
class and the corresponding numbers of the training and testing
set. The training set contained 1270 virus images, and then number of the training set was enlarged using rotation and ﬂip strategies. The augmentation for each image consists of 4 rotations (−90,
0, +90, and 180 degrees) and vertical ﬂip. After data augmentation, the size of the training set was larger than 10,0 0 0, which was
enough to train the proposed network.
2.3. Residual mixed attention network
Currently, deep neural networks, particularly residual networks
[28], have achieved signiﬁcant performance in the tasks of image
classiﬁcation [34] and segmentation [35] due to their very deep
architecture and extraordinary feature extraction ability, and they
are very likely to be a promising architecture in the task of virus
3
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Fig. 3. The overview of the proposed residual mixed attention network. (A) The architecture of the whole network; the green block denoted C _K _S represents convolutional
layers with channels C, kernel size K × K and stride S; the yellow block denoted P _S implies pooling over P × P patches with stride S; the numbers above and below the
arrows indicate the size and channel of the feature maps, respectively; and the numbers above RCA and BTA models represent the repetitions. (B) Residual channel attention
model. (C) Bottom-up and top-down attention model.

classiﬁcation. However, the above networks equally process all the
features of the image and pay little attention to the important areas, which might not reach the satisfactory recognition accuracy.
As is well known, visual attention has substantial responsibility
in human perception [36]. In the visual system, it ﬁrst scans the
global image quickly and then gives more attention to the salient
parts and suppresses other unnecessary information, which could
eﬃciently allocate the limited attention resources and better capture the visual structure [37]. The attention mechanism in computer vision can be seen as the visual attention mechanism in human perception; the basic idea is to train the neural network to
pay more attention to the important details and neglect the irrelevant information, which might be conducive to the classiﬁcation of
similar viruses. In addition, attention mechanisms could help people understand the world as seen by neural networks, which further deepens our understanding of neural networks.
In this work, we incorporate different attention mechanisms
into the residual neural network to realize a highly accurate classiﬁcation of viruses. The overview of our network can be seen
in Fig. 3. Referring to Ref. [38], we designed a relatively shallow
and spatially eﬃcient residual network as a backbone to classify
viruses, which increased the effective depth of the network to
avoid the vanishing gradient problem [39]. As shown in Fig. 3 A,
the proposed network consists of 17 residual channel attention
(RCA) models and 3 bottom-up and top-down attention (BTA)
models. We ﬁrst used a 7 × 7 convolutional layer and a maxpooling layer to reduce the number of model parameters. Next,
stacked RCA and BTA models are utilized to extract features, and
each model consists of a convolutional block with a bottleneck
structure and a different attention model. The block includes two
1 × 1 convolutional layers and one 3 × 3 convolutional layer,
and each convolutional layer is followed by batch normalization
and rectiﬁed linear unit (ReLU). In order to obtain the feature map
with 1/32 resolution, the ﬁrst convolutional layers with a stride of
2 in RCA1_1, RCA2_1, RCA3_1 and RCA4_1 are used for downsampling. In closing, the average pooling layer, fully connected layer
and softmax layer are employed to obtain the ﬁnal predictions.

The structure of the RCA model is depicted in Fig. 3 B. Thereinto, the multi-channel feature map (c, h, w) is generated by the
convolutional block, where c denote the number of channels, h and
w present the height and width of the feature map, respectively.
Similar to the time-frequency transform, each channel of the feature map can be seen as the components of the input image on
different convolution kernels, and the contribution of each channel is different. Therefore, we proposed an RCA model to learn the
weight of each channel and obtain the channel domain attention
information. Given an intermediate feature map x as input, the
process of RCA can be expressed as

Hrc (x ) = Mc (F (x )) ∗ F (x ) + x,

(1)

where F( · ) represents a convolutional block, Mc ( · ) denotes
channel attention block, and ∗ represents element-wise multiplication. Since the output of Mc ( · ) is processed by sigmoid function,
Mc (F(x)) ranges from [0, 1]. As Mc (F(x)) approaches 1, Hrc will close
to residual learning F (x ) + x, and the proposed method could be
called RCA learning.
In the proposed channel attention block Mc ( · ), we ﬁrst utilized global average pooling (GAP) and global max pooling (GMP)
to squeeze the feature map and obtain the spatial descriptors: Favg
and Fmax . GAP and GMP respond to the average and largest value
of the feature map, respectively, which are complementary and
conducive to extracting the attention information. Next, a shared
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and sigmoid are adopted to produce
the channel attention vectors. In contrast to Ref. [40], the elementwise multiplication is used to merge the output feature vectors,
which is helpful for further integration. The process of channel attention can be summarized as

Mc (F (x )) = σ (W1 (W0 (Fmax )) ∗ W1 (W0 (Favg ))),

(2)

where σ represents the sigmoid operation, W0 and W1 denote the
weights of MLP with the hidden activation size of 1/16, and the
ReLU activation function is utilized between W0 and W1 .
Additionally, bottom-up top-down, as the encoder-decoder
structure, is widely used in image segmentation. The bottom-up
4
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Table 3
Quantitative comparison with state-of-the-art networks.

Table 2
The details of the residual mixed attention network. Convolutional
blocks with the numbers of blocks stacked are illustrated in brackets.
Downsampling is performed by RCA1_1, RCA2_1, RCA3_1 and RCA4_1
with a stride of 2. The convolutional block of the BTA module is similar to that of the RCA module in the same stage.
Layer

Output Size

Ours (RMAN)

Conv
Max Pooling

224 × 224
112 × 112

RCA Module 1_x

56 × 56

BTA module 1

56 × 56

⎡

RCA module 2_x

28 × 28

⎣ 3 × 3, 64 ⎦ × 3

BTA module 2

28 × 28

7 × 7, 64
3 × 3, stride⎤2
⎡
1 × 1, 32

⎣ 3 × 3, 32 ⎦ × 3
1 × 1, 128
1 × 1, 64

⎤

1 × 1, 256

⎡

RCA module 3_x

14 × 14

BTA module 3

14 × 14

⎡

⎤

⎡

⎤

RCA module 4_x

7×7

RCA module 5_x

7×7

Average Pooling
Fully Connected, Softmax

1×1

Top-2 error (%)

Parameter

16.667
9.286
8.333
8.333
7.143
6.428
5.238
4.285
15.476
6.667

8.095
3.809
3.809
2.143
3.333
2.381
2.619
1.904
2.857
1.190

0.7M
143M
25.6M
28.1M
5.6M
6.9M
51.3M
22.9M
-

3.1. Experiments on virus dataset
Experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance on
the dataset of TEM images. The proposed network was compared with other promising AI methods: SqueezeNet [26], Vgg19
[27], ResNet50 [28], SE-integrated ResNet50 (SE-ResNet50) [32],
GoogLeNet [29], DenseNet101 [30], and residual attention network (RAN92) [31]. Thereinto, Vgg19, ResNet50, GoogLeNet and
DenseNet101 are outstanding networks that have achieved signiﬁcant performance in the challenge of image classiﬁcation [34], and
SE-ResNet50 and RAN92 can be seen as representative works of
attention networks in recent years.
For quantitative evaluation of virus classiﬁcation, we calculated
the top-1 and top-2 error rates as the performance measures in
view of the fewer categories of viruses. The details are as follows:

1 × 1, 256
⎣ 3 × 3, 256 ⎦ × 3
1 × 1, 1024
1 × 1, 512
⎣ 3 × 3, 512 ⎦ × 2
1 × 1, 2048
7 × 7, stride 1
12

network generates low-resolution feature maps with strong semantic information, and the top-down structure produces a dense
pixel-wise prediction map; it is also capable of obtaining the attention of the feature maps [31]. In this paper, we take the variation
of this structure (residual U-Net) as a part of the attention modules to add weights to the feature maps, which could simulate the
process of fast feedforward from bottom to top and the feedback of
attention from top to bottom. The overview of the bottom-up topdown attention model is shown in Fig. 3 C, which can be deﬁned
as

Hbt (x ) = (1 + Mbt (x )) ∗ F (x ),

Top-1 error (%)

SqueezeNet [26]
Vgg19 [27]
ResNet50 [28]
SE-ResNet50 [32]
GoogLeNet [29]
DensenNet101 [30]
RAN92 [31]
Ours (RMAN)
∗∗
Student∗ ∗
∗∗
Senior virologist∗ ∗

3. Results

⎤

1 × 1, 128
⎣3 × 3, 128⎦ × 6
1 × 1, 512

Methods

•

•

Top-1 error rate. This metric calculates the proportion of test
images for the top-1 prediction that is not the same as the target label.
Top-2 error rate. This metric computes the proportion of test
images for which the correct label is not among the top-2 predictions [42].

In short, the top-1 and top-2 error rates show the probability
that the prediction of the model is wrong; the lower the error rates
are, the better is the performance of the network.
Table 3 presents the error rates on the virus testing set and the
parameters of different networks. As shown in Table 3, our approach yields top-1 and top-2 error rates of 4.285% and 1.904%,
respectively, which are much better than those of all of the baseline networks and conﬁrms the superiority of the mixed attention model. The number of parameters in RMAN is smaller than
that in Vgg19, ResNet50, SE-ResNet50 and RAN92, but it is larger
than that in the spatially eﬃcient networks such as SqueezeNet,
GoogLeNet and DenseNet101. Moreover, we compared our method
with a virology student and a senior virologist. Both the student
and the senior virologist spent over 40 min and achieved 15.476%
and 6.667% top-1 error rates, respectively. In contrast, our method
outperformed them and only took several seconds.
The top-1 error performance for each virus category in the test
dataset is presented in Fig. 4, the horizontal axis denotes the virus
category and the vertical axis presents the top-1 error rate of the
prediction results. Thereinto, the top-1 error of CHIKV is 0, since
the images of CHIKV are collected from the same sample, which
have a stronger consistency than other viruses. From the observations, our method yields better performance for AAV, CHIKV,
HAdV5, HEV71, HPIV, HPyV, HSV1 and VACV.
The accuracy confusion matrix of our network is shown in
Fig. 5, the row vector presents the predicted label, and the column
vector presents the true label. The value of 0.037 of the matrix
(row vector: AAV and column vector: HEV71) denotes the proba-

(3)

where F( · ) denotes the convolutional block and Mbt ( · ) denotes
the bottom-up top-down attention block. In block Mbt ( · ), convolutional and pooling layers are used to obtain the high-level features
as well as enlarge the receptive ﬁeld of feature maps, and then
upsampling layers are utilized to recover the feature maps. In closing, the sigmoid and element-wise multiplication are performed to
combine the output of block Mbt ( · ) and trunk branch. The details
of the residual mixed attention network architecture are illustrated
in Table 2.
2.4. Implementation details
To perform fair comparisons, we reproduced our RMAN and
other promising networks on a NVIDIA Quadro P60 0 0 24 GB GPU
machine with the PyTorch framework [41].
During the training process, all the networks were optimized
by stochastic gradient descent (SGD). The details of the optimization hyperparameters are: initial learning rate = 0.1, momentum =
0.9, nesterov = True, and weight decay = 0.0 0 01. The cross-entropy
loss is chosen as the loss function; the total epoch is set as 150;
the learning rate decays when the epoch reaches 30%, 60% and 90%
of the total epoch; and the decay factor is set as 0.1. In the experiment, all learned layers were initialized by the glorot uniform initializer. It took about 140 min to train the proposed RMAN for 150
epochs with the batch size of 16.
5
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Top-1 Error vs Viruses Category

30

squeezeNet
vgg19
Resnet50
SE-Resnet50
googlenet
DensenNet101
RAN92
Ours(RMAN)

25

Top-1 error (%)

20

15

10

5

0
AAV

CHIKV

FLUAV

HAdV5

HEV71

HPIV

HPyV

HSV1

MBGV

ORFV

RV-A

VACV

Viruses category
Fig. 4. Top-1 error performance for each virus in the test dataset. The proposed network yields the lowest top-1 error for 8 out of 12 viruses and outperforms all the
baselines.

Fig. 5. Accuracy confusion matrix of the proposed RMAN network.

bility that the virus AAV is identiﬁed as HEV71. The darker color
means higher probability. Note that the classiﬁcation accuracy for
most viruses exceeds 0.93, which illustrates that our network is
capable of assisting the diagnosis of viruses with high accuracy.
Additionally, the ablation study is carried out removing the attention model of the network to ﬁnd out how that affects performance. First of all, the proposed network (RMAN) is divided

into the backbone network (variation of ResNet) and two attention models: channel attention model (CA), bottom-up and topdown attention model (BTA). Next, we compared the experimental results of backbone network with different attention models
(backbone+CA, backbone+BTA, backbone+CA+BTA). The quantitative
performance is summarized in Table 4, note that the top-1 error of backbone network with any attention model is better than
6
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Table 4
Ablation study of our proposed attention networks.
Methods

Top-1 error (%)

Top-2 error (%)

Parameter

Backbone
Backbone + BTA
Backbone + CA
Backbone + CA + BTA (RMAN)

8.571
5.952
5.714
4.285

3.095
2.619
1.904
1.904

16.4M
19.6M
19.7M
22.9M

Fig. 6. CAM visualizations. We compare the CAM visualizations of RMAN with baselines of ResNet50, SE-ResNet50, GoogLeNet and RAN92. The true label is presented on
the left of the raw image, and P denotes the softmax scores for the true class. Scale bar: 200 nm.

itself, which demonstrates the effectiveness of attention model.
The promotion of using CA is larger than BTA. In closing, Backbone+CA+BTA (RMAN) achieves the best results, which indicates
the superiority of our network design.
Considering that there might be non-virus images in the practical scene, we added 128 non-virus images to the TEM virus dataset
as a new class and utilized the new dataset to train and evaluate
our proposed RMAN network, the number of output in the network is modiﬁed to 13. The proposed method achieves 4.867% top1 error and 1.549% top-2 error, the classiﬁcation accuracy of nonvirus is 96.875%, which demonstrates that our network is capable
of identifying non-virus properly and effectively.

Fig. 6 presents the CAM visualizations and the softmax scores of
each network for the true labels. Note that the CAM hotspot mask
of the proposed network cover the target virus regions better than
other networks, and the softmax scores of our network are also
higher than the baselines. It can be concluded that the proposed
network learns well to obtain the attention region of the target
virus.

4. Discussion
Currently, several AI techniques have achieved good performance in the tasks of virus detection and segmentation. Devan
et al. employed a transfer learning approach to detect HCMV nucleocapsids [44]. Ito et al. also designed a simple convolutional
neural network (CNN) to detect feline calicivirus [45]. Both methods achieved promising results in virus detection and recognition.
However, the above methods mainly focused on the detection of a
single virus, and they have not been shown to be capable of handling other viruses. Matuszewski et al. focused on exploring the
hyper-parameter of the U-Net architecture and developed a lighterweight version of U-Net to achieve an 82.2% dice coeﬃcient in 15
virus classes [46]. However, there is only one type of virus in each
image. If the ultimate goal is to identify which virus type is in the
image, then a per image classiﬁcation method (such as the one we

3.2. Network visualization with CAM
CAM is a proposed visualization method that applies GAP to
produce the class activation maps of neural network [43]. The
class activation map is capable of identifying the image regions
that are most related to the particular class and clearly showing
the attention regions. Therefore, for the qualitative analysis, we
used CAM to obtain the visualization of the network and compared
the visualization results of our network (RMAN) with baselines of
ResNet50, SE-ResNet50, GoogLeNet and RAN92.
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propose) is more concise and eﬃcient, and the workload of manual labeling will be greatly reduced. In this case, we prefer to use
a simple classiﬁcation network to predict type of virus and provide
virologists with diagnostic assistance.
In Section 2.2, the magniﬁcation of different viruses varied
greatly, and the experts usually take this information as one of the
criteria for virus identiﬁcation. In the follow-up work, we would
use the magniﬁcation information (imaging at consistent magniﬁcation or supplying that as additional information) to further improve the performance of our methods. In the pre-processing step,
different size of virus images were resized to 224 × 224 pixels, which might result in the loss of information and inﬂuence
the predict results. However, this paper focus on designing automated and effective virus identiﬁcation method based on the existing images. In the future, the viruses would be photographed by
the same size of square image, which avoids the loss of information caused by resizing images with different elongation factor to
squares. In addition, the image format of various viruses is also different (JPEG and TIFF), whereas, there is no difference in JPEG image and TIFF image from the visual, and we believe that whether
the original image is JPEG or TIFF would not affect the results of
the deep neural network. Overall, the different systems, magniﬁcations and image size effect the consistency of image data and the
stability of identiﬁed method, if staffs adopt the same standard to
obtain virus images, the proposed method would achieve a better
result.
As mentioned above, our approach surpassed several promising
classiﬁcation networks on virus dataset and gained state-of-the-art
results. The favourable performance could be attributed to the following aspects. First, the proposed residual network is designed as
a shallow and spatially eﬃcient architecture, which helps to extract the feature of virus and avoid the vanishing gradient problem.
Another advantage lies in its effective channel attention model and
bottom-up and top-down attention model, which are beneﬁcial to
help the network learn well to obtain the attention region of the
target virus. The ablation study in Section 3.1 has further proven
the conclusion.
Additionally, we compared our method with human experts,
and the top-1 error rate of our method is better than that of human experts; however, one should not jump to the conclusion that
the problem of automating virus classiﬁcation has been solved.
Note that the top-2 error rate of senior virologist is lower than
ours, in addition, the number of the dataset is limited, and the
network has not been applied in actual complex situations. Human
experts still have great advantages in practical diagnostics. Nevertheless, the experimental results illustrated that our network has
the potential to assist in the morphological diagnosis of viruses.
For the sake of completeness, non-virus images is used as a new
class in dataset to train and evaluate our network. We yield 4.867%
top-1 error and 96.875% classiﬁcation accuracy of non-virus, which
proves that the proposed network could identify non-virus effectively.
Despite the promising classiﬁcation results, the size of the parameters of the network is not suﬃciently satisfactory. As shown
in Table 3, the size of the parameters of our method is larger than
those of GoogLeNet and DenseNet101, which might be attributed
to the complex architecture of the network. Consider that our goal
is to provide virologists with a high-accuracy approach to recognize viruses, the inﬂuence of the large size of parameters is not
very important. For the next step, we would like to optimize the
structure of RMAN and reduce the size of the parameters.
In conclusion, this paper proposed an eﬃcient and applicable method for accurate virus classiﬁcation. The proposed method
exploited an effective residual network with channel attention,
bottom-up and top-down attention, which improved the adaptability of the network in diverse virus categorization. Experimental re-

sults on TEM dataset demonstrated the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method, which conﬁrmed that our automated
method achieved state-of-the-art results and is capable of assisting
virologists in the diagnosis of viruses with high accuracy.
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